A UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE (MUSIC)

From the pens of earthbound expressions to the higher dimensional realms in word and tone a universal language is spoken.

The art of music is a creation of beauty when written in harmonic balance of phraseology and vibratory waves of communication in the presentation of a musical composition.

The gift is often misguided in the corruption of notes for a sensation of erratic conduct. But at most the language is of a universal appeal in the hearts of those that find a common likeness in the magnificent symphonic tones and rhythms.

Music creates unification throughout the planetary sphere overtaking the differences of culture and brings together the harmonic condition of vibration in waves of sound.

So in the manner of synchronization in a measurement of time the realization of a sound in harmony completes the meaning of compassion in the Earth's existence.
If for a moment in Eternity of human life there is a unity of thought, it will come through the sound of musical composition. Giving a closer understanding to the likeness of what the beginning intended. The sound of a language so universal that it can hardly escape notice for its creative communication in the Cosmic Order.